Abstract. A molecular simulation was conducted with the aid of Materials Studio (MS6.0) software at different degree of polymerization of PVDC copolymer membrane to study the diffusion processes of oxygen gas molecules. The mean square displacement, the movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule and free volume at different degree of polymerization in PVDC membrane are obtained, respectively. Results showed that the diffusion coefficient of oxygen and free volume of cell in PVDC membrane decreased with the increase of the degree of polymerization. The movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule in PVDC membrane showed that small molecule diffuse characteristic in accord with hopping mechanism in cavity of PVDC membrane.
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Introductions
In general, the barrier performance of a particular polymeric material is determined by extrinsic and intrinsic factors. Intrinsic factors are related to the degree of polymerization, orientation, chain stiffness and free volume of the polymer, whereas extrinsic factors include temperature and moisture conditions to which the polymer is exposed.
The permeability of polymeric packaging materials is quantified by the amounts of the mass exchange between the packaged product and the external environment. The transport of small molecules through polymeric materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] is determined by the ability of a polymer matrix to adsorb the molecules and by the potential capacity of those molecules to diffuse through the polymeric material.
Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC) is a homopolymer of vinylidene chloride. It is a remarkable barrier against water, oxygen and aromas. It has a superior chemical resistance to alkalis and acids, is insoluble in oil and organic solvents, has very low moisture regain and is impervious to bacteria and insects.
In this article, with the help of MS6.0 software, we focus on the degree of polymerization (DP) effect on diffusion process of oxygen gas molecule in PVDC membrane and obtain the mean square displacement, the movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule and free volume at different degree of polymerization in PVDC membrane.
Modal Construction and Simulation Details
Firstly, by using of Material Visualizer Modules in MS6.0 software, we constructed initial configuration of oxygen gas molecule and PVDC high barrier polymer chain which contains 10 VDC units and adopted COMPASS force field, then we optimized initial configuration with aid of Forcite Modulus in MS6.0 software, respectively. Secondly, with the help of Amorphous Modules in MS6.0 software, we constructed PVDC cell at degree of polymerization of 200 and 300 respectively. The sorption of oxygen gas molecule is 4. The initial configuration of PVDC system at degree of polymerization of 300 illustrate in figure 1 (The red color stands for oxygen atom, the grey color is carbon atom, the green color stands for chlorine atom and white color means hydrogen atom). Then we optimized initial configuration with the help of Forcite Modulus in MS6.0 software respectively. In 50ps Anneal process, initial temperature set 300k, mid-cycle temperature set 500k and heating ramps set per 5 cycles.
Thirdly, we conduct 50ps NVT and NVE ensemble respectively for above anneal equilibrium configuration using Forcite Modulus in MS6.0 software. The dynamic equilibrium energy distribution of PVDC at DP of 300 illustrate in figure 2 .
Finally, we analysis two kind of the dynamics equilibrium configuration and obtain the mean square displacement, the movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule and free volume at different degree of polymerization in PVDC membrane with the help of Forcite Modulus and the tool of atom volumes and surfaces in MS6.0 software. 
Results and Discussions

Mean Square Displacement
The mean square displacement of oxygen gas molecules under different DP in PVDC membrane illustrate in figure 3 . And we find that with increase of DP, the mean square displacement of oxygen gas molecules decrease. In principle, the diffusion coefficients for the respective penetrant molecules can then be calculated from the mean square displacement respectively. So we get that the higher DP, the lower diffusion coefficients.
Movement Trajectory of an Oxygen Gas Molecule
The movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule in PVDC at different time illustrate in figure 4 . We find that oxygen gas molecule vibrate back and forth at a given location and hopping one time occasionally. The movement trajectory of an oxygen gas molecule in PVDC membrane showed that small molecule diffuse characteristic in accord with hopping mechanism in cavity of PVDC membrane. 
Free Volume
The free volume of PVDC under different DP illustrate in figure 5 (The blue color stands for free volume of polymer). We find that with increase of DP, the free volume of PVDC membrane decrease.
(a)DP=200 (b) DP=300 Figure 5 . Free volume of PVDC at different DP.
Conclusions
A molecular dynamics simulation was conducted with the aid of MS6.0 software platform at different degree of polymerization to study the diffusion processes of oxygen gas molecules in PVDC high barrier membrane. We find that the diffusion coefficient of oxygen gas molecules and free volume of cell in PVDC membrane decreased with the increase of DP and the movement trajectory of small molecule diffuse characteristic in accord with hopping mechanism in cavity of PVDC membrane.
